
 

Pistol Tests: 

1. NOW Drill, 8 Sec: Set up, 1 round in chamber with 5 rounds in magazine and have a magazine to reload with.  

On signal, draw and engage the now drill target with 6 rounds, conduct a combat reload and re-engage the same 

now drill target  with 1 more round.    

2. SINGLE-SHOT, SINGLE-TARGET Drill, 2 Sec:  On signal draw and engage target with 1 round.  

3. SINGLE-SHOT, MULTIPLE-TARGETS Drill, 2.5 Sec:  On signal draw and engage targets with 1 round each. 

4. COMBAT RELOAD, 6 Sec: Set up, 1 round in chamber with an empty magazine in the pistol.                  On signal 

draw and engage target with 1 round, conduct a combat reload and re-engage target with 1 round.  

Notes:   

Pistol:  All initial shots will be double action.  Retention device will be engaged prior to starting and finishing all drills. 

Starting position will be with hands on simulated primary weapon. 

Rifle Tests: 

5. LOW READY, 1.3 Sec: On signal from the low ready engage target with 1 round. 

6. HIGH READY, 1.3 Sec: On signal from the high ready engage target with 1 round. 

7. COMBAT RELOAD, Target 3, 6 Sec: Set up, 1 round in chamber with an empty magazine in the rifle.                       

On signal from either the high or low ready position engage target with 1 round, conduct a combat reload and 

re-engage target with 1 round.  Rifle does not need to be put on safe during the reload.  

 



 

Rifle and Pistol Tests: 

8. TRANSITION DRILL, 4 Sec: On signal with the rifle from either the high or low ready position engage the 

transition target with 1 round then transition to pistol and re-engage transition target with 1 round.  Rifle must 

be placed on safe for the transition.   

9. CHECK DRILL, 13 Sec: Set up, 1 round in chamber with an empty magazine in the rifle and a loaded pistol. On 

signal with the rifle from either the high or low ready position engage target with 1 round then transition to 

pistol and re-engage the same target with 1 round.  Re-holster pistol, secure retention device and bring the rifle 

back up, conduct a combat reload, manipulate the safety and re engage target 6 with 1 round.   Rifle must be 

placed on safe for the transition.   

 

Notes:  The time standard must be met and all hits must be in the black to pass test.   

The distance to target is 5 yards. 


